
 

SOUTHEND AND DISTRICT BADMINTON ASSOCIATION 

 

 

Southend and District Badminton Association held their end of Season Championships at Greensward 

Academy recently. 

 

The day started with the Mens singles competition, there were five entries for the round robin format. 

David Wenn winning all eight of his rubbers to take the trophy. Laurence Smith pipped Michael 

Clark for the runners-up spot, both winning four rubbers. 

 

The Mens doubles round robin competition attracted six pairs went to Adam Sibley and Matt Allum 

undefeated on the day. Runners-up David Wenn and Daniel Hooper losing only to the winners. In the 

third place play off, James Allpress and Bryn Gillard defeated Mark King and Mike Weingarten. 

 

The Ladies doubles was won by June Hammond and Karina Bye who defeated Ady Munro and 

Rebecca Terry in the final. 

 

Seven pairs competed for the Mixed trophy in another round robin table with the top two playing a 

best of three rubber final. David Wenn and Rebecca Terry recorded a clean sweep, winning all their 

games and defeating Adam Sibley and Kirsty Binstead in the final 21-12, 21-10. 

 

The lower division handicapped tournaments were held in tandem with the championships. 

 

Nine pairs entered the Mens Doubles with two round robin groups. Tim Rainbow and Will 

Muggleton, successful in four of their six games, went through to the semi-finals as winners of group 

A. Michael and David Clark edged out Jay Crewe and Cameron Gray by a point to take the runners-

up slot in the group. 

Group B winners, Tim Baskett and Rohan Subasinghe beat John Hall and Adam Whiting into second 

place. These two pairs successfully saw of their opposition in the semis. 

Hall and Whiting eventually lifting the trophy with a 21-13, 21-15 result in the final. 

 

With four pairs entering the Lower Divisions Mixed Doubles handicapped event, a round robin 

contest of two rubbers matches saw Dawn Eagon and Kate Taylor emerge undefeated ahead of 

Lorene Roberts and Debbie Moon losing only to the champions. 

 

The Lower Divisions Mixed Doubles Handicapped contest attracting five pairs proved to be the 

closest contest of the day. A one point margin enough for Tim Rainbow and Debbie Moon to finish 

ahead of Tim Baskett and Tracy Carey, both pairs winning three of their four games. 

 

 


